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A B S T R A C T

The seismic response of gravity dams is typically derived under a deterministic finite element model for the dam-
reservoir-foundation system. In the case where uncertainty in material properties should be incorporated into
overall dam performance, the sensitive parameters can be treated as random variables. This paper presents the
results of a study that considers the spatial distribution of random variables in the context of random field
theory.

Koyna Gravity Dam is used as a setting for numerical simulations. The concrete modulus of elasticity, mass
density and tensile strength are all assumed to be random fields and generated based on the covariance matrix
decomposition and midpoint discretization techniques.

The anatomy of the random field seismic responses are presented first, followed by a set of parametric
analyses. The impact of correlation length, a single- vs. double-random field, one- or two-dimensional material
distributions, ground motion intensity and record-to-record variability and, lastly, dam class are all investigated
herein. The uncertainty and dispersion of the seismic responses are quantified in each model; it is found that
concrete heterogeneity affects the seismic performance evaluation and should be considered in a structural
assessment and risk analysis.

1. Introduction

1.1. Conceptual review

In general, the methods applied in structural analysis and design can
be classified as either deterministic or probabilistic simulations. In the
case where the finite element method (FEM), used to discretize the
medium, is combined with statistics and reliability methods, the so-
called probabilistic finite element method (PFEM) can be developed
and applied to both linear and nonlinear systems. Based on the defi-
nition in Der Kiureghian and Ke [1], the term probabilistic or stochastic
finite element method (SFEM) is employed in reference to a method
that accounts for the geometric or material uncertainties in the struc-
ture, as well as the applied loads.

The Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) family is the basic method used
to perform a PFEM/SFEM analysis; it includes a repetition of the si-
mulation observed from a stochastic process in order to determine the
probability of occurrence of a certain limit state (LS). Since it is based
on the theory of large numbers, → ∞N Nsim , an unbiased estimator of PLS
is given by:

 =P N
NLS

MCS exc

sim (1)

where Nsim and Nexc are the total number of simulations and the number
of exceeded samples, respectively; the “hat” indicates an estimation.

MCS-based SFEM includes the following steps:

• A number of random variables or random fields are generated as
input for the SFEM. Note that the term “random variable” is used
here for probabilistic simulations in which the property has a con-
stant value over the entire model, while in the case of a “random
field”, the parameter has (temporal or spatial) variability within the
model.

• Run the finite element model for every random variable or random
field.

• Extract the engineering demand parameter (EDP) as is customary in
earthquake engineering (EE) or quantity of interest (QoI), which is
the terminology used in uncertainty quantification (UQ). Next,
perform a statistical analysis on the EDP/QoI to determine the ap-
propriate distribution model.

The crude MCS, Eq. (1), requires many simulations, which
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introduces inefficiency in many large-scale, real-world finite element
simulations. A wide array of methods have been proposed to reduce the
number of samples, which in turn reduces the variance of the responses.
Among these methods are: Importance Sampling (IS) [2], Latin Hy-
percube Sampling (LHS) [3], Subset Simulation (SS) [4], and design of
experiments (DOE) [5].

Other techniques applied to computationally intensive systems are:

• Perturbation method, in which the random functions (e.g. stochastic
finite element matrix, the loading vector) are expressed as the sum
of deterministic and random components [6]. A Taylor series ex-
pansion can be used for this purpose, where higher-order terms
improve the accuracy of the approximation. Various techniques
within this category are aimed at calculating the first two moments
of responses, i.e. the mean, variance and correlation coefficients [7].

• Spectral Stochastic Finite Element Method (SSFEM), in which the
random field is expressed based on polynomial chaos expansion
(PCE) and Karhunen Loève expansion (KLE) [8].

• Finite Element Reliability Method (FERM), in which the failure
probability of the system is evaluated subject to a limit state (LS)
function [9].

1.2. Literature review

Random field theory and its applications are extensively used in the
field of geotechnical engineering [10]. Emphasis is placed on the slope
reliability analysis based on random FEM [11,12]. Nour et al. [13]
studied the probabilistic seismic response of a heterogeneous soil pro-
file with three parameters (i.e. shear modulus, damping, and Poisson’s
ratio) as the spatially random fields. These authors found that hetero-
geneity greatly affects the behavior of the soil profile, which induces
differential movement at the ground surface.

In the field of structural engineering, various researchers have in-
vestigated the impact of a heterogeneous quasi-brittle material (more
specifically concrete) on the cracking response. Yang and Xu [14], Yang
et al. [15] and Su et al. [16] investigated complex cohesive fracture in
random heterogeneous quasi-brittle materials using the Monte Carlo
simulation technique. Yin et al. [17] and Yin et al. [18] studied the
fracture behavior of a random heterogeneous asphalt mixture with a
cohesive crack.

In the case of concrete dam engineering, studies are very limited.
The only research papers accessible are Tang et al. [19], Zhong et al.
[20] and Yin et al. [21]. In all of these, concrete heterogeneity has been
modeled based on the Weibull distribution law, while damage plasticity
is used to simulate the failure process. These authors reported that
when concrete heterogeneity is considered, the stress distribution is no
longer smooth, which therefore better reflects the real-world situation.
Moreover, the concrete cracking pattern is qualitatively compared.
They also showed that different samples with the same heterogeneity
index lead to a similar crack pattern; however, no statistical inter-
pretation is drawn. Increasing the heterogeneity index (i.e. more
homogeneous concrete), increases the potential for localized damage,
and increases the risk of damage under seismic excitation.

1.3. Objectives and contributions

The objective of this paper is to study the seismic response of con-
crete gravity dams according to random field theory. A basic formula-
tion for random fields will be reviewed first (Section 2). Second, the
numerical model for the dam case study will be explained (Section 3).
Next, a brief overview will be provided on the seismic performance
index used in this paper (Section 4). Lastly, the anatomy of these
random field responses plus a set of parametric and sensitivity analyses
will be presented in Section 5.

Some of the authors’ major contributions can be summarized as
follows:

• Formulation of random field theory for the time history elastic
properties of gravity dams.

• Evaluation of the correlation length effect on response dispersion.

• Evaluation of both single- and double-random field distributions on
the dam response.

• Quantification of the degree of spatial distribution on response
dispersion.

• Study of the impact of ground motion intensity on response dis-
persion.

• Quantification of ground motion record-to-record variability and
local/spatial material randomness on response dispersion.

• Investigation of the impact of dam class (e.g. shape and size) on
response pattern.

2. Random fields

2.1. Random field classifications

According to Vanmarcke [22], differences between the types of
random fields originate from the nature of the uncertainty within the
studied stochastic environment. Uncertainty about the properties of a
random medium is categorized in the passive type of field. However, a
space-time process, H x t( , ), is characterized by both active and in-
trinsic uncertainties. On the other hand, depending on the locations of
observation points, a random field can be classified into one of five
groups, namely:

• Random series: observations are recorded at discrete points along a
time axis, Fig. 1(a).

• Lattice process: observations are recorded at the sites of a spatial
lattice, Fig. 1(b).

• Continuous random function: observations are recorded at all points
along a spatial and/or temporal coordinate axis, Fig. 1(c).

• Random partition of space: the random discrete variable is observed
at every point in space, Fig. 1(d).

• Random point process: points are located according to a random
pattern in space, Fig. 1(e).

2.2. Random field generators

In an interesting classification, Van der Have [23] provided a
comprehensive review of some of the most widely used techniques for
generating random fields. Two classes basically exist, Fig. 2:

• Class I: This class consists of a spatially-correlated random variable
and a discretization method. For every point in the finite element
domain, a random variable correlated with other points in the
random field domain is generated. The evaluated points could be:
element integration points, nodes, or representative points (e.g. an
element center).
The discretization techniques can also be divided into three main
categories, Fig. 2:
– Point discretization methods, resulting in a piecewise constant
random field; these include the MPM and IPM.

– Point discretization methods, resulting in a continuous random
field; these include the SFM and OLE.

– Average discretization methods, including the SAM and WIM.

• Class II: This class is based on series expansion methods, wherein the
random field is represented by a sum of functions that are multiplied
by a random variable. This class generates a continuous random
field. To be applied in a finite element mesh, these continuous
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functions must be numerically integrated.

2.3. Efficient random field generator

In this section, an efficient random field generator is explained
based on covariance matrix decomposition as well as a midpoint dis-
cretization method. The generator relies on a uniformly-distributed
random field obtained by means of transformation from normally-dis-
tributed, homogeneous and isotropic random fields [10]; LHS is used to
reduce the total number of simulations [24]. The procedure, graphically
illustrated in Fig. 3, is described next:

• Assuming that the random field, H x( ), is time-independent, one can
decompose is as:

= +H μ αx x x( ) ( ) ( ) (2)

where μ x( ) is a mean value function, α x( ) is a fluctuating compo-
nent, and x presents the position vector.

• μ x( ) is a deterministic function, while α x( ) is a random function
with a zero mean and an auto-covariance function of:

=C ξ σ σ ρ ξ( , ) ( )aa aa0 0
2 (3)

where = − ′ξ x x| | is the distance between any two arbitrary locations,
σ0 the (constant) standard deviation, and ρaa the auto-correlation
function.

• Different expressions exist for the auto-correlation function [25]:
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Note that in some cases, higher-order exponential functions may be
considered, i.e. >power 2. Fig. 4(a) compares different models in
Eq. (4); in all of them, the maximum ξ in the finite element domain
is assumed to be unity and =l 0.5corr . Moreover, Fig. 4(b) shows the
dependence of ρaa on both the correlation length and point distance
(a square exponential form is used here).

Fig. 1. Random field classification based on observation location, adopted from [22].

Fig. 2. Random field classification based on generators; adopted from [23].
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• The midpoint method (MPM) is used to discretize the finite element
domain [1]. Let’s now assume that the objective is to generate a set
of random fields for a square domain with sides of length one,
containing 25 nodes along each direction. In all therefore, 625 nodes
lie in the system, which serves to construct a 625× 625 matrix of
quantity. Fig. 5(a) shows the one-to-one ξ for all nodes (i.e. each
node with all 625 nodes). Fig. 5(b) and (c) display the correlation
matrix, in assuming two lcorr at 0.25 and 0.50, respectively. Note
that cells in each of those 625×625 matrices correspond to the
variable under consideration.

• The correlation matrix, C, is constructed from the discretized auto-
correlation functions [26]
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where if = =i j ξ, 0ij and =ρ 1ij , and k is the number of correlated

random variables.

• Matrix C is replaced by a set of r uncorrelated random variables
( ≪r k). This step is essential to reduce the required number of final
realizations. The sum of the r largest eigenvalues is approximately
equal to the trace of D (eigenvalue matrix of C):

=D Z CZT (6)

where Z is the eigenvector matrix of C.

• If the r largest eigenvalues and eigenvectors are stored in an ×r r
matrix ∼D and a ×k r matrix ∼Z, then the target covariance matrix is
approximately equal to:

= ∼ ∼∼ ∼C ZDZT (7)

This important feature allows applying Latin Hypercube sampling
(LHS) in conjunction with random fields. Thus, the number of rea-
lizations should be >n r (and not >n k), where ≪r k.

• Generate an ×n r matrix ∼P, in which each of the r columns is a
random permutation of … n1, , .

Fig. 3. General algorithm for the efficient random field generator.

Fig. 4. Comparison of auto-correlation functions with different lengths.

Fig. 5. Sample application of a random field on a square with unit length and 25 nodes in each direction, leading to a 625× 625 matrix of quantity.
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• Generate matrix ∼Y as a normalized version of ∼P, mapped on a
normal distribution:

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

∼

+
⎞
⎠

∼ −

n
Y PΦ

1(0,1)
1

(8)

• Estimate the covariance matrix of ∼Y and factorize via the Cholesky
decomposition

∼∼ = ∼LL Ycov( )T (9)

where ∼L is a lower triangular.

• Compute a new matrix with a sample covariance equal to the
identity

= ∼∼ ∼∗ −Y Y L( )T1 (10)

• Construct another new matrix ∼∗P using the ranks of elements of the
columns of ∼∗Y (permutations of … n1, , ).

• Also, construct matrix Q (or Qij) to specify the random component of
variable ∼Y in element i and realization j as:

= ∼∼Q QD ZT1/2 (11)

in which:

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

∼ − ⎞
⎠

∼
−

∗

n
Q P RΦ(0,1)

1

(12)

where ∼R is a random number uniformly distributed in (0, 1).
• Lastly, compute the sampling matrix:

=∼ −FV Q[Φ( )]1 (13)

where −F 1 is a transformation with respect to a specified marginal
statistic of the k variables. In the case of a uniform distribution, the
sampling matrix can be rewritten as:

= + −∼V QL (U L )[Φ( )]B B B (14)

where LB and UB refer to the lower and upper bounds, respectively.

Fig. 6 presents four realizations of the sampling matrix (i.e., random
fields), ∼V , generated assuming a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of
0.2. The generated random fields are bracketed by the lower, LB, and
upper bounds, UB, set to 5 and 10, respectively (Eq. (14)).

3. Numerical example of case study dam

Koyna Dam has been selected as a setting for running numerical
simulations [27,28]. This structure is 853m long and 103m high; the
thickness at its base and crest are 70.2 m and 14.8 m, respectively, for
the central non-overflow monoliths. Fig. 7 shows the cross-section of
the tallest non-overflow monolith, including the reservoir and the
foundation. The finite element program ANSYS [29] was used to

perform the transient analyses by implicit time integration. Two-di-
mensional plane strain quadratic elements are used for both the dam
and foundation. 14 elements are present at the dam base and 24 along
its height. 336 elements compose the dam body, which makes the
medium-dense mesh acceptable for linear elastic analyses. Pressure-
based fluid elements are placed in the reservoir domain. The fluid-
structure interaction (FSI) is applied according to the method (Eulerian-
Lagrangian approach) discussed in [28] where pressure in the fluid
domain is coupled with solid domain’s displacements. Both domains,
the (massless) foundation and the reservoir extend three times the dam
height [30]. It is noteworthy that massless foundation might leads to
slightly different response distribution in dam, particularly for rela-
tively soft rocks (as radiation damping is ignored). However, since all
simulations were with massless foundation, and since the primary in-
terest is in the impact of concrete heterogeneity, results are not likely to
be impacted by this limitation. Loads consist of: self-weight, hydrostatic
pressure (full reservoir), bottom sediment (wave reflection coefficient
for the reservoir bottom materials assumed to equal 0.75), and seismic
loads.

The foundation is assumed to be a homogeneous material with
Ef =17GPa, νf =0.18 and ρf =2700 kg/m3. The mean concrete
properties are: Ec =30GPa, νc =0.20, ρc =2643 kg/m3 and

′ft =2.2MPa. In all heterogeneous models, the standard deviation, σ0,
is assumed to equal 0.5 (Eq. (3)). For the modulus of elasticity, the
bound is limited to [22,38] GPa. Two models have been studied,
namely:

• Heterogeneous concrete: Ec is treated as a random field, with three
different correlation lengths, i.e. lcorr =10, 30 and 60m. These
lengths correspond to roughly 10%, 30% and 60% of the dam
height. Fig. 7 shows three samples for each correlation length. In
some of the comparative models, ρc varies in addition to Ec. No
correlation between ρc and Ec were accounted fore. Since the linear
elastic transient analyses are performed, thus, only these two
parameters (i.e., Ec and ρc) might be random prior to perform the
simulations. The randomness in ft, if any, is included in post-pro-
cessing the simulations. The maximum dam stresses are compared
with ft (which is either constant, a random variable, or a random
field).

• Homogeneous concrete: Ec is treated as a random variable and
sampled based on LHS. The maximum dam stresses are compared
with ′ft , which is assumed to be either constant or a random vari-
able.

4. Seismic performance index

The performance and safety of large mass concrete structures is
controlled by a material’s tensile strength. The typical tensile stress-
strain curve of mass concrete contains three parts, i.e. serviceability,
damage control, and collapse prevention performance [31]. A linear
elastic analysis, combined with a predefined performance evaluation
criterion, can be used to assess the dam response within the damage

Fig. 6. Four realizations of the generated two-dimensional random field with =l dim0.25;corr 1 and dim2 refer to two orthogonal dimensions.
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control range. A dam response beyond the damage control range must
be evaluated using nonlinear response history analysis [32]. The
seismic performance indices (SPI) of concrete gravity dams can be
summarized as follows [33]:

• Demand capacity ratio (DCR): the ratio of the calculated maximum
principal stress to the tensile strength of mass concrete.

• Cumulative inelastic duration (CID): the total time duration of stress
exceeding a stress level associated with a certain DCR value. To
assess the level of damage, CID is utilized in conjunction with DCR.
The performance threshold curve (PTC) for gravity dams and the
location of three performance levels are shown in Fig. 8.

• Cumulative inelastic area (CIA): the total area under the stress-time
curve above a certain DCR.

• Damage spatial distribution ratio (DSDR): the ratio of the over-
stressed region (at the time of maximum stress) to total dam cross-
sectional area at a specific DCR.

Once the SPIs have been determined, the performance of a gravity
dam can be evaluated as illustrated in Fig. 8 [31,32]. In the case of a
deterministic seismic analysis, only the results of one ground motion
are evaluated in this system. Those can be impacted by the homo-
geneous or heterogeneous material distribution. On the other hand, a
probabilistic analysis provides additional information regarding the

Fig. 7. Finite element model of the coupled dam-reservoir-foundation system, including three realizations of a heterogeneous dam with different correlation lengths.
This figure shows the 2D random field distribution (height and stream directions). Later the impact of 1D distribution is discussed in Section 5.3. Moreover, the
foundation domain is cropped in the downstream direction.

Fig. 8. Seismic performance evaluation of gravity dams under a linear analysis (no scale); adopted from [33].
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statistical dispersion of results. It should be noted that the CID is plotted
for a critical node (the one with the largest stress), while the DSDR is
computed for the entire body.

5. Results

5.1. Anatomy of random field responses

In this section, various outputs from a group of random field models
will be provided and the anatomy of the results discussed. This model
can be considered as a pilot for all of the following sections. In this pilot
model, lcorr equals 30m. The concrete modulus of elasticity, Ec, is as-
sumed to be the only variable and is distributed randomly within the
dam section (two-dimensional distribution). Other material properties
are held constant. A total of 100 samples are drawn and, subsequently,
100 seismic analyses performed. The coupled system is excited with
both horizontal and vertical components from Koyna Dam recordings.
Fig. 9 shows the anatomy of these results. Each subplot can be ex-
plained as follows:

• Fig. 9(a) shows 100 individual horizontal displacement time his-
tories (at the dam crest), along with their mean curve. The initial
displacement is approx. 13mm, with this value also being affected
by the material heterogeneity. Dispersion of curves is dominant
around the peak responses.

• Fig. 9(b) shows maximum horizontal displacements (three at the
crest level, three at the neck discontinuity, and three at the base). At
each location, the static, pure dynamic and total displacements are
indicated separately. Results at the neck and base are shown as a

function of crest displacement, which allows comparison of the
degree of uniformity along the dam height. More uniform relative
response corresponds to more homogeneous (less heterogeneous)
model. For a homogeneous model (Ec treated as a random variable),
these data should not reveal any dispersion.

• Since dispersion is difficult to quantify based on the previous plot,
Fig. 9(c) shows the normal distribution fitted to the normalized
displacements. Note that the displacement is normalized based on
the mean value assuming that it follows the normal distribution.
This plot thus reveals the dispersion of the 100 simulations gener-
ated based on the random field theory. For all the static, dynamic
and total displacements, the response at the crest exhibits greater
dispersion than that at the neck. Among the three displacement
components, total response is the most highly dispersed. Although
the static and dynamic responses are similar, still the dynamic re-
sponse has a slightly higher dispersion.

• Fig. 9(d) shows the first (maximum) principal stress time history at
the dam base (i.e. heel of the dam). The mean curve is included in
this plot. Two sets of horizontal lines (corresponding to DCR) have
also been drawn. One DCRmean =1.0 (using ft

mean =2.2MPa) is
shown with a dashed line, while the 100 DCRrand =1.0 lines are
obtained using random sampling from a truncated normal dis-
tribution (with COV of 0.1 and bounds set at 0.25 of the mean).

• Fig. 9(e) and (f) exhibit the CID-DCR curves for the dam base (thus
far the most critical point of the dam). The former curve is based on
a deterministic ft while the latter has been computed based on
random ft . The green hatched area represents the region with
DCR < 1 in which no damage is expected in the dam (stress is less

Fig. 9. Anatomy of outputs from the random field simulation of a gravity dam.
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than concrete strength). The major observations are:
– The general trend of the mean curves are very similar; however,
the random ft model indicates a more uniform curve.

– The dispersion of the random ft model is much greater than de-
terministic ft.

– The mean curve just slightly exceeds the PTC, which is negligible.
– In the random ft model, the mean-plus-one STD case exceeds DCR
for the range up to 1.2. In some of the individual random models,
the curve exceeds PTC up to DCR=1.5; under this condition, the
dam should be analyzed using nonlinear models.

• Fig. 9(g), (h) and (i) show the DSDR-DCR curves with deterministic,
random, and random field assumptions, respectively. Two important
points need to be highlighted: (1) the DSDR values are calculated
based on element stresses and areas and thus some approximation is
introduced into element stresses based on the contribution of each
node; and (2) in practically no cases does DSDR exceed DCR=1.0.
This is because the nodal stresses are averaged in the elemental
level. Hence, the results between DCR (0.2,1.0) can be presented.
Random ft results in a lower mean curve compared to the de-
terministic curve, while the dispersion basically remains unchanged.
On the other hand, the random field ft model does not affect the
mean curve (with respect to the deterministic curve), yet it does
increase the dispersion. There is no correlation between the Ec and
ft.

Moreover, there is a flat-zone in all three plots in which an increase
in DCR level does not reduce the DSDR. This flat-zone for the de-
terministic ft is 0.70–0.85, for the random variable ft is 0.55–0.70,
and for the random field ft is only limited to 0.75–0.80.

5.2. Impact of spatial correlation length

In this section, the linear elastic analyses are performed with three
heterogeneous models (lcorr =10, 30 and 60m) and a homogeneous
model. In all, four models are run and 100 samples drawn for each. For
the heterogeneous models, the 2D distribution of Ec is shown in Fig. 7.
lcorr =30m indeed corresponds to the pilot model. Detailed results are
presented in Appendix A (Fig. A.17). Moreover, the comparative find-
ings are summarized in Fig. 10. Each subplot can be explained as fol-
lows:

• Fig. 10(a) shows the COV in displacement time history of the crest
point. In general, the COV value varies between 0.05 and 0.2, yet
some spikes appear at specific times. These spikes correspond to the
peak displacement in the response history analyses. In the hetero-
geneous models, increasing the correlation length increases the
COV. In the homogeneous model, the COV is nearly identical to the
model with =l 60corr m.

• Fig. 10(b) and (c) display the mean and STD of the maximum

Fig. 10. Impact of spatial correlation length on the variability of results.
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displacement results at the crest and neck (the base has been ne-
glected since its results are very small compared to the others).
These two plots in fact summarize the plots in Appendix A, Fig.
A.17(a) and (b). Note that the black/white bars belong to the crest
(higher value) and the colored bars represent the neck area (lower
values).
Concrete heterogeneity has minimal effect on the mean displace-
ment responses. Increasing the correlation length however increases
the STD. The homogeneous model exhibits the highest STD (because
it is assumed that its correlation length is infinity). A jump in STD
occurs from lcorr 30 to 60m.

• Fig. 10(d) shows the COV in the maximum (first) principal stress at
the dam base with the displacement time history of the crest point.
Once again, the higher correlation length increases the COV for the
heterogeneous material. The homogeneous model reveals a higher
dispersion and higher COV as well.

• Fig. 10(e) and (f) provide the variation in CID-DCR curves for the
deterministic and random ft models, respectively. For the determi-
nistic ft, the heterogeneous models have a higher COV compared to
the homogeneous model. Among each other, the model with the
lower lcorr has a higher COV. For the random ft model, the COV
variation is more complex; it seems that for DCR < 1.15, a lower
lcorr yields a lower COV and vice versa for DCR > 1.15. For this
model, no meaningful explanation can be forwarded for the homo-
geneous model variation (the curve associated with the homo-
geneous model fluctuates around the heterogeneous model outputs).

• Fig. 10(g), (h) and (i) show the variation in the DSDR-DCR curves
for deterministic, random variable, and random field ft models, re-
spectively. No strict trends are evident in the deterministic and
random models. In the random field model, a higher correlation
length tends to increase the COV, and the homogeneous model re-
turns the highest COV. In addition, the random field model increases
the COV compared to both the deterministic and random models.

5.3. Impact of 1D vs. 2D random field distribution

The model discussed in Section 5.1 considers the distribution of the
concrete modulus of elasticity as a two-dimensional function within the
dam body. A one-dimensional (1D) material propagation along the dam
height may also be considered. One-dimensional material propagation
can be assumed in the case where different layers of concreting are used
to build the dam (i.e. assumption of newly constructed dams). Fig. 11
compares the 2D pilot model with the 1D case (both with a =l 30corr m).
Each subplot can be explained as follows:

• Fig. 11(a) compares the displacement COV at the crest point. The 1D
assumption slightly reduces the COV value. Under the spikes, the 2D
model displays a much higher COV value.

• Fig. 11(b) compares the maximum stress COV at the dam base. Here
again, the 2D model has a higher COV value. The increase in COV of
the 2D stress response model is greater than the displacement re-
sponse. As in previous section, COV for 1D assumption is higher at
the peaks, but lower in between.

• Fig. 11(c) compares the COV resulting from the CID-DCR curves. In
both the deterministic and random assumptions of ft, the 2D ma-
terial distribution leads to a higher COV. Also, the random model
has a higher COV compared to the deterministic one.

• Comparing the COV of the DSDR-DCR plots, in assuming a de-
terministic, random variable and random field distribution for ft
(not shown here), the 2D material distribution has a higher COV
over nearly the entire DCR range.

5.4. Impact of the double random field distribution

Thus far, all the models discussed have been based on just one
random field model in the finite element simulation process (i.e. Ec). In
this section, the impact of two simultaneous random fields will be in-
vestigated. The second random field is assumed to be the concrete mass
density, ρc. An identical random field model is introduced for both
parameters, in assuming a full correlation between them. The partial

Fig. 11. Impact of the spatial distribution dimension.

Fig. 12. Impact of a single- or double-random field assumption.
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correlated or uncorrelated assumption may also be adopted, but such is
not the subject of the present paper. Fig. 12 compares the pilot model
with the double random field model (both have a =l 30corr m). Each
subplot can be explained as follows:

• Fig. 12(a) compares the displacement COV at the crest point. The
double random field model exhibits a higher COV for nearly the
entire time history. Under the spikes, the double random field model
yields a much higher COV value.

• Based on Fig. 12(b), the double random field model has a higher
COV. When averaged, the COV in the double random field model is
twice that of the single random field model.

• Fig. 12(c) compares the COV resulting from the CID-DCR curves. In
both the deterministic and random assumptions of ft, the double
random field distribution leads to a higher COV. Moreover, the
random ft model has a higher COV compared to the deterministic
model.

• Comparing the COV values of the DSDR-DCR plots, in assuming a
deterministic, random and random field distribution for ft (not
shown here), also reveals that the double random field model has a
higher COV over nearly the entire DCR range. However, the small
differences for the deterministic assumption become larger for the
random field assumption of ft.

5.5. Impact of ground motion intensity measurement

As previously explained, all the former analyses were performed
using the horizontal and vertical components of the recorded Koyna
earthquake. In this section however, the impact of ground motion in-
tensity measurements (IM) is investigated using the homogeneous and
heterogeneous models. Only the horizontal component is used in this
section. Readers interested in the vertical-to-horizontal component ef-
fect on the seismic analysis of gravity dams should refer to Hariri-
Ardebili and Saouma [34] for further information.

The ground motion records can be linearly scaled by various factors.
Peak ground acceleration (PGA) is adopted as a reference IM parameter.
Seven horizontal components are generated with PGA equal to 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 g. All analyses were conducted on the pilot
model (with =l 30corr m).

• Fig. 13(a) and (b) present the maximum total displacement at the
dam crest and the maximum first principal stress at the dam base.
Results are presented in the form of a mean and mean ± one
standard deviation. As expected, the mean curve is a straight line
(since the model is linear elastic). In contrast, the standard deviation
of the models increases under intense ground motion, which in-
dicates the importance of the random field when the system is
subjected to severe ground motion. Consequently, the COV is nearly
constant.

Fig. 13. Impact of the horizontal ground motion component intensity measurement.
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• Fig. 13(c) shows the variation in the mean CID as a function of DCR.
Two data series are provided, corresponding to the deterministic
(solid line) and random variable (dashed line) ft assumptions. Some
of the major observations are:
– Under the majority of intensity measurements, the mean CID
curve resulting from the deterministic ft lies above the random
one.

– For high IM values, the CID-DCR curves are close to each other
(i.e., the rate of variation decreases for higher IM values).

– For this dam case study, the records with a PGA above ∼ g0.55
would need to be analyzed using a nonlinear model since they
exceed the PTC.

• The discrete mean curves in Fig. 13(c) can be combined to construct
the mean CID-DCR-IM surface. This step is illustrated in Fig. 13(d)
for the deterministic ft assumption (the random ft model has a si-
milar shape yet different values).

• In spite of the mean CID curves, the variation in standard deviation
is more complex. Fig. 13(e) and (f) depict the surface variation of
the CID standard deviation as a function of both DCR and IM. As a
general trend, the STD decreases as the DCR increases or the IM
decreases. Both surfaces however are not uniform. The peak CIDSTD

occurs under a PGA of g0.9–1.0 . This shows dependency of the
compound demand parameter (e.g. CID) to the ground motion
characteristics.

• Fig. 13(g) shows the variation in the mean DSDR as a function of
DCR. The three series of data displayed correspond to the

deterministic (solid line), random (dashed-dotted line) and random
field (dashed line) ft assumptions. Some of the major observations
are as follows:
– Under all intensity measurements, the mean DSDR curve resulting
from the deterministic and random field ft are nearly identical and
have a higher value than the random case.

– Increasing the IM level distances the DSDR-DCR curves from one
another. It should be noted that this contrasts what was observed
in the CID-DCR curves.

– For this dam case study, the recordings with a PGA above g1.4
might need to be analyzed with a nonlinear model since they
exceed the PTC.

• Once again, the discrete curves shown in Fig. 13(h) can be combined
and depicted as a 3D surface of the DSDR-DCR-IM plot. Such a
surface for the deterministic assumption of ft is displayed in
Fig. 13(h) (the random and random field assumptions have similar
shapes yet with different values).

• Lastly, Fig. 13(i) shows the standard deviation variation in DSDR
(with deterministic ft) as a function of both DCR and IM. Decreasing
DCR and increasing IM raises the STD in a nearly uniform manner. A
similar pattern can be observed for both the random and random
field ft.

5.6. Impact of ground motion record-to-record variability

Section 5.5 focused on the ground motion intensity, with the scaled

Fig. 14. Impact of ground motion record-to-record variability on the heterogeneous model.
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record being the horizontal component of Koyna’s ground motion. This
section will discuss the impact of ground motion record-to-record
variability on the heterogeneous model of a gravity dam. Once again,
the pilot dam will be used as a case study. Seven ground motions (only
horizontal components) with different durations and frequency con-
tents have been selected. Each of the seven records are scaled to
PGA= g0.5 , matching the PGA of the horizontal component of the
Koyna record.

The acceleration response spectra of the seven scaled ground mo-
tions, including their mean and standard deviation, are shown in
Fig. 14(a). The first vibration mode, T1, for the Koyna dam-reservoir-
foundation coupled system is derived as 0.46 s [28], and is also shown
on the plot. For each ground motion, 100 simulations are again per-
formed, with the results being summarized as follows:

• Fig. 14(b) shows the variation in mean displacement at different
locations. To obtain each boxplot, first the mean of 100 simulations
is obtained for each ground motion. Then, the mean (small hor-
izontal red line) and quantiles of the seven mean displacements are
computed. As observed, the variation in results at the crest is higher
than that of the neck. Furthermore, a large variation exists among
the seven scaled records. For example, the pure dynamic response at
the crest is as low as 22mm and as high as 87mm (for a ratio of
about 4). Any response quantity may be plotted as a function of the
IM parameter in order to establish a probabilistic seismic demand
model (PSDM) [35]. Fig. 14(c) presents the S T( )a 1 vs. Δtot mean

crest
; re-

lationship, including a linear trend-line. The coefficient of

determination for this line is 0.73; it could potentially be improved
by using advanced ground motion modification techniques and a
larger set of scaled records.

• Fig. 14(d) and (e) show the variation of both the mean and STD in
CID-DCR curves, respectively. Each plot is composed of seven mean
curves with a deterministic assumption of ft , seven mean curves
with a random assumption of ft, and two overall mean curves (mean
of the means). Some of the major observations are:
– The individual mean CID curves obtained from deterministic and
random ft assumptions are quite similar, Fig. 14(d).

– The overall mean CID curve with deterministic ft is slightly higher
than that with the random parameter, Fig. 14(d).

– The individual standard deviation CID curves obtained from de-
terministic ft are much lower than those with the random para-
meter, Fig. 14(e).

– The overall STD-CID curve with random ft is much higher than the
deterministic one. Moreover, both the overall curves exhibit a
decreasing trend, Fig. 14(e).

• Lastly, Fig. 14(f) and (g) show the variation of the mean and STD in
DSDR-DCR curves, respectively. Each plot is composed of: seven
mean curves with a deterministic assumption of ft, seven mean
curves with a random assumption of ft, seven mean curves with a
random field assumption of ft, and three overall mean curves (mean
of the means). Some of the major observations are:
– The individual mean DSDR curves obtained from deterministic
and random field models are quite similar, and both are higher
than the random model, Fig. 14(f).

Fig. 15. Impact of the dam class on the heterogeneous model.
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– The overall mean DSDR curve with deterministic and random field
ft overlap completely, while the random ft model is smaller,
Fig. 14(g).

– The individual standard deviation DSDR curves obtained from
deterministic and random ft are considerably lower than the
random field assumption, Fig. 14(g).

– The overall STD DSDR curve with random field ft is much higher
than the deterministic and random ft models, Fig. 14(g).

5.7. Impact of dam class

Thus far, all comparative analyses have been performed for original
Koyna Dam. Hariri-Ardebili [36] introduced the concept of “dam class”
for gravity dams and showed that failure probability is a direct function
of dam shape. Dam class for gravity dams is a combination of all pos-
sible dimensions for the height, base, neck, upstream and downstream
slopes. This section will thus examine the sensitivity and dispersion of
results from the pilot model in considering various dam classes. In the
present paper, the dam classes are generated by scaling the dimensions
of the original dam (thus, there are only a subset of the large shape
combinations). The scale factor (SF) for the original dam is set to unity.
Four other dams are generated using SF values of 0.50, 0.75, 1.25 and
1.50. To be consistent with Section 5.5, a single Koyna ground motion
component scaled to 1.0g will be used to excite the system. Results are
presented in Fig. 15 and summarized as follows:

• Fig. 15(a) and (b) present the maximum total displacement at the
dam crest and the maximum first principal stress at the dam base.
Results are given in the form of a mean and mean ± one standard
deviation. The curves are not linear with respect to the dam class. As
regards the stress response, Fig. 15(b), it appears that the results
follow a quadratic model. Furthermore, the standard deviation of
the models increases for larger dam classes. This can be attributed to
the fundamental period of different dams (larger 2D gravity dams
have larger fundamental period). In this condition, the applied
spectral acceleration (so far the most efficient IM parameter [35]) is
different for various dams. It is noteworthy that the fundamental
period of different dam classes has a direct proportion to the SF.
Table 1 illustrates the T1, and three period-dependent IM parameters
for different dam classes.

• Fig. 15(c) shows the variation in the mean CID as a function of DCR.
The two data series shown correspond to the deterministic (solid
line) and random (dashed line) ft assumptions. Some of the major
observations are as follows:
– For the pilot and smaller dams, the mean CID curve resulting from
deterministic and random ft fluctuate around one another. For
Larger dam classes (e.g. SF= 1.25 and 1.50), the random model
lies above the deterministic model.

– For higher dam classes, the CID-DCR curves cross at DCR∼ 1.9,
and the trend reverses beyond that.

• The discrete mean curves in Fig. 15(c) can be combined to construct
the mean CID-DCR-SF surface. This step is illustrated in Fig. 15(d)
for the deterministic ft assumption (the random ft model has a si-
milar shape yet with slightly different values).

• Fig. 15(e) and (f) show the surface variation of CID standard de-
viation as a function of both DCR and SF. Increasing the DCR re-
duces the STD, while increasing the SF increases the STD. For larger
dam classes than the pilot, the STD becomes roughly three times
that of the shorter dams. These figures also indicate that the random
model leads to a higher STD for nearly the entire DCR-SF region.

• Fig. 15(g) shows the variation in mean DSDR vs. DCR. The three
data series shown correspond to the deterministic (solid line),
random (dashed-dotted line) and random field (dashed line) ft as-
sumptions. Some of the major observations are:
– For all dam classes, the mean DSDR curve resulting from the de-
terministic and random field ft are nearly identical and have a
higher value than the random model.

– Increasing the dam class moves the DSDR-DCR curves closer to
one another. Note that this finding is opposite what was reported
when raising the intensity measurement level.

– For all dam classes, the DSDR-DCR curves lie below the PTC.

• Here again, the discrete curves shown in Fig. 15(g) can be combined
and depicted as a 3D surface of the DSDR-DCR-SF plot. Such a
surface for the deterministic assumption of ft is displayed in
Fig. 15(h) (the random and random field assumptions have similar
shapes yet contain different values).

• Lastly, Fig. 15(i) shows the variation of standard deviation in DSDR
(with a deterministic ft) vs. both DCR and SF. As a general trend,
decreasing the DCR and increasing the SF serves to increase the STD;
however, this surface is not uniform around DCR=0.5. Similar
pattern can be noticed for both the random and random field ft.

6. Concluding remarks and future work

Uncertainty quantification is a relatively new research topic in
concrete dam engineering, with nearly all current applications being
limited to homogeneous random variables and data sampling from
distribution models. This paper has presented the results of research in
which the concrete material properties were assumed to vary spatially
within the dam body (i.e. a heterogeneous concrete model). The ma-
terial random fields have been modeled based on covariance matrix
decomposition and the midpoint discretization technique.

Overall conclusion is that the material heterogeneity is important in
seismic response of the dams specially those deteriorated over the time.
Detailed findings were presented in the various subsections and will not
be repeated again in this section. The main findings can be summarized
as follows:

• Accounting for the randomness in ft increases the dispersion of the
cumulative inelastic duration curves at multiple DCR points.
Subsequently, some of those curves exceed the performance
threshold curve.

• In the case of damage spatial distribution ratio curves, the random
variable ft model results in a lower mean compared to the de-
terministic model, while dispersion basically remains unchanged.
On the other hand, the random field ft model does not affect the
mean (relative to the deterministic model), while it does increase
dispersion.

• Correlation length affects the variation in cumulative inelastic
duration curves. For the deterministic ft, heterogeneous models
have a higher coefficient of variation compared to the homogeneous
model. When compared among one another, the model with the

Table 1
Comparison of IM parameters for different dam classes.

Dam SF

0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50

T1 [s] 0.23 0.35 0.46 0.58 0.69
S T( )a 1 [g] 1.10 1.23 1.12 0.85 0.61
S T( )v 1 [cm/s] 38.0 73.0 97.0 83.0 65.0
S T( )d 1 [cm] 1.43 3.74 5.87 7.03 7.08
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lower lcorr has a higher coefficient of variation. As for the random
variable ft model, it appears that for demand capacity ratio less than
1.15, the lower lcorr has a lower coefficient of variation, and the
converse is true for demand capacity ratio higher than 1.15.
Moreover, for the damage spatial distribution ratio curves, the
higher correlation length in the random field model increases the
coefficient of variation.

• It has been found that the response dispersion is also sensitive to the
one- or two-dimensional spatial material distribution. In all dis-
placement responses, stress responses, cumulative inelastic duration
curves and damage spatial distribution ratio curves, the two-di-
mensional model leads to a higher coefficient of variation.

• The dispersion in responses (either local, such as displacement and
stress, or global like cumulative inelastic duration and damage
spatial distribution ratio) depends on the contributing initial
random fields. When assuming two random fields (even with full
correlation), the coefficient of variation of the responses is con-
siderably higher compared to the case with just one random field.

• Local results (i.e. displacement and stress) are linearly proportional
to the ground motion intensity measurement (both the mean and
standard deviation). The global indices however are not linearly
proportional to intensity measure. More specifically, the 3D surface
of standard deviation – cumulative inelastic duration – intensity
measure feature non-uniform patterns.

• As expected, the responses are ground motion-dependent and a large
variation exists among the results. The mean pattern from various
ground motion recordings is however in good agreement with the
pilot model.

• It has also been found that none of the local responses and global
indices are linearly proportional to the dam class. It would appear
that results become intensified for the larger dam classes.

This paper presented the results of a comparative study based on the
numerical simulations. The input quantities (e.g. modulus of elasticity
and tensile strength) are generated randomly based on the available
mean and assumed standard deviation. Sensitivity of different as-
sumptions in analysis and data interpretation was investigated. A

notable shortcoming of the present study is that it is not calibrated
based on real-world data. The present numerical technique is capable of
being combined with advanced dynamic testing methods (e.g. perfor-
mance-based testing [37,38]) for a more accurate seismic risk analysis
of gravity dams.

This is an important task specially for the old dams which are suf-
fering from aging (e.g. alkali aggregate reaction). As a future work, such
a dam can be identified. Three sets of information can be blended for
precise simulation of the material heterogeneity:

Spatial and temporal measurements: Dam concrete is examined
in a regular basis to identify any deterioration or spalling due to
environmental conditions, extreme stresses, or other physical/che-
mical mechanisms. Non-destructive tests can provide useful in-
formation about the quality of materials, extent of damages, and
mechanical properties. Methods such as impact-echo, spectral ana-
lysis of surface waves, and ultrasonic pulse velocity tomography can
be used [39,40]. Fig. 16 (left plot) shows a velocity tomogram image
of an arch dam obtained from acoustic tomography. The low velo-
city areas correspond to low strength/degraded concrete material,
primarily on the downstream face of the dam. As seen, distribution
of the properties in this image is similar to the one can be generated
numerically using random field theory (right plot). One can in-
vestigate some iterative methods to calibrate the numerical as-
sumptions with these field measurements. More specifically, it is
possible to estimate the correlation length, lcorr, based on the field
measurements. In some cases, there might be more than one cor-
relation length for a dam. For example, based on Fig. 16, the lower
parts of the dam has higher correlation length compared to the
upper ones.
Accelerated lab tests: Lab experiments can be performed to esti-
mate the future trend of material evolution. Since the material de-
gradation is a time-dependent process, one can develop methods to
predict the future properties based on the accelerated tests and the
past measurements. Such an attempt is reported by Sellier et al. [42]
and extended further by Saouma [43] for the alkali aggregate re-
action of the dam concrete.
Numerical simulations: Computer generated numerical realiza-
tions of the considered quantities is another source can be used in
the context of this hybrid method. Such an idea was already applied
in terms of the Bayesian kriging and Gaussian process to simulate
the daily spatio-temporal precipitation [44,45].

For the future studies, it is also recommended to investigate the
following topics:

• Investigate the impact of random field generator on the response
sensitivity. A list of popular techniques is already provided in
Table 2.

• Apply the random field technique for nonlinear analysis of dams
with ability of concrete damage and stress redistribution. Evaluate
the sensitivity of the nonlinear random field models to the ground
motion intensity.

• Account for the heterogeneity or anisotropy of the foundation rock,
and combine it with concrete randomness.

• Apply this technique to a high-dimensional problem in which there
is a considerable inter-correlation among different random vari-
ables.

Appendix A. Detailed outputs for the impact of lcorr

See Fig. A.17.
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Fig. 16. Acoustic tomogram of a thin arch concrete (left plot) adopted from
Sack et al. [41] and its connection to the numerical model (right plot).
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Fig. A.17. Detailed impact of correlation length on the random field dam model; the first three columns are for the heterogeneous models with lcorr equal to 10, 30
and 60m. The last (fourth) column represents the homogeneous model. Horizontal and semi-horizontal data points in part (a) means that there is no or small
correlation between the base and crest locations.
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Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.engstruct.2018.05.096.
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